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Abstract

Visual perception evolves over time. This is particularly
the case of oracle bone scripts, where visual glyphs seem
intuitive to people from distant past prove difficult to be un-
derstood in contemporary eyes. While semantic correspon-
dence of an oracle can be found via a dictionary lookup,
this proves to be not enough for public viewers to connect
the dots, i.e., why does this oracle mean that? Common
solution relies on a laborious curation process to collect
visual guide for each oracle (Fig. 1), which hinges on the
case-by-case effort and taste of curators. This paper delves
into one natural follow-up question: can AI take over?

Begin with a comprehensive human study, we show par-
ticipants could indeed make better sense of an oracle glyph
subjected to a proper visual guide and its efficacy can be
approximated via a novel metric termed TransOV (Trans-
ferable Oracle Visuals). We then define a new conditional
visual generation task based on an oracle glyph and its se-
mantic meaning and importantly approach it by circumvent-
ing any form of model training in the presence of fatal lack
of oracle data. At its heart is to leverage foundation model
like GPT-4V to reason about the visual cues hidden inside
an oracle and take advantage of an existing text-to-image
model for final visual guide generation. Extensive empirical
evidence shows our AI-enabled visual guides achieve signif-
icantly comparable TransOV performance compared with
those collected under manual efforts. Finally, we demon-
strate the versatility of our system under a more complex
setting, where it is required to work alongside with an AI
image denoiser to cope with raw oracle scan image inputs
(cf. processed clean oracle glyphs). Code is available at
https://github.com/RQ-Lab/OBS-Visual.

1. Introduction

Not everyone can read art, but with proper guide, they might
have a better chance. It is an experience that you and me,
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Figure 1. A well visual guide can effectively bridge the gap be-
tween modern viewers and the visual glyphs from 3,000 years ago.

as museum and exhibition visitors, are so used to that gen-
erally takes place without notice - - to first form an initial
impression of an art piece or installment, then habitually
look for the information label nearby to seek for interpre-
tation and finally with those information bearing in mind,
to reappreciate the art with a deeper or different perspec-
tive. Lighthearted as this process might sound, these in-
formation labels, often varying across art forms and key to
enabling public understanding and immersion of art, require
joint hard efforts from both the curators and the artists them-
selves. As an AI practitioner, the immediate question be-
comes: can I program this? Not to completely drive humans
of course, but to use AI to ease manual labour by generating
guides from minimum cues provided by humans.

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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This paper does exactly that. In particular, we look at the
visual guide problem in the domain of oracle bone scripts, a
form of visual art that provides a unique peek into how peo-
ple, before the advent of language, understand and record
the visual world around them. Given an oracle glyph sin-
gled out and processed from the bone and their semantic
meaning decoded by the experts, the guide is seen critical to
enabling visual sense between the two and therefore getting
to the end audience, i.e., why this (oracle glyph) is that (se-
mantic interpretation)? After all, with thousand years apart,
vision changes and evolves. A few scribbles that seem right-
fully meaningful to the prehistoric eyes might not be trans-
ferable to you and me (Fig. 2(c)).

We present a generative framework for acquiring oracle
visual guides that provide essential cues to help connect ab-
stract oracle glyphs with their modern semantics. Our am-
bition is simple: specify the oracle glyph and the semantics,
and bingo, they are ready for display! AI takes over the
hard example generation/curation part. Apart from being a
practically useful case of AI for art, a successful framework
of this kind has its scientific values on two fronts. First, it
stepped onto the uncharted territory of a unique form of vi-
sual art, challenging the boundary of computer vision. Sec-
ond, it contributes to the ongoing dialogue of expanding
the benefits of generative foundation models (Stable Diffu-
sion [26] or ControlNet [38]) for more downstream vertical
tasks, especially the one with the dramatic level of visual
abstraction present in oracles.

At the top of our to-do list is to first have a metric that
can quantify the effect of a visual guide in enabling people
towards a better understanding of an oracle - so that we are
actually informed on the quality of any generation results
designed later. To achieve this, we, in Sec. 3 conduct an ex-
tensive human study to evaluate the change of perspectives
among 28 participants and 9434 trials when participants are
offered a choice of visual guide. It follows that we design
a metric, namely TransOV, that allows us to approximate
these human results for a more scalable probe into this prob-
lem. TransOV is highly efficient, which in our 5-fold cross
validations achieves 84.75% accuracy compared with those
of human labels. We therefore adopt TransOV as our main
evaluation tool throughout the empirical analysis.

On the outset, solving this new conditional visual gen-
eration task (oracle, text → image) would require a model
no more complex than the ControlNet [38]. It just needs a
text-to-image (T2I) agent with extra visual control. But in
hindsight, the “text” and “visual” part along with an ora-
cle is in no way comparable to the image caption and lay-
out/edgemap visual that these existing T2Is adopt as inputs:
the text is merely a character (“rest”) with potentially multi-
ple plausible visual scenes that explain it, and the visual re-
sembles free-hand scribbles that are abstract and iconic. To
address these challenges, we introduce GenOV, a compre-

hensive framework consisting of four distinct components
tailored for oracle image generation. In “Textual Contex-
tualisation”, we enhance a single character into a detailed
caption by leveraging the pre-trained language capabilities
of a Vision-Language Model (VLM). Next, in “Visual Con-
straint”, we address the challenge of the oracle glyph’s
abstraction by a coarse-to-fine layout generation. This is
achieved through activating the VLM’s spatial analysis abil-
ity. Following this, the “Candidates Generation” step in-
volves utilising a foundational generation model, which, in-
formed by the textual and visual conditions, produces ex-
tensive visual guide candidates. Lastly, in the “Guide Fi-
nalisation”, we introduce an innovative method tailored to
oracle. This method selects the most fitting visual guide by
adeptly weighing and integrating both the semantic content
and visual appearance of the oracle.

Our qualitative and quantitative experiments compare
GenOV’s outputs with those from generative models like
ControlNet and Stable Diffusion, as well as expert-curated
visual guides, evaluated using the TransOV metric. The re-
sults indicate that GenOV not only outperforms these foun-
dational models but also achieves performance comparable
to expert-curated guides. This is particularly promising for
oracles lacking expert guides, as our method can rapidly
generate effective visual guides. Additionally, GenOV in-
cludes a denoising capability, transforming raw, noisy scans
of oracle bone scripts into clean glyphs, facilitating seman-
tic lookup for previously unseen oracles.

In summary, our contributions are:
• Pioneering the use of AI generation models for oracle vi-

sual understanding and introducing TransOV (Transfer-
able Oracle Visuals), a novel metric that quantitatively
measures the impact of a visual guide on enhancing or-
acle comprehension.

• Proposing GenOV, a framework for interpreting highly
abstract visual information and limited textual data from
oracle bone scripts to generate appropriate visual guides.

• Demonstrating that our generated visual guides can
match the quality of expert-curated images, showcas-
ing GenOV’s potential for oracles without existing expert
guides. We also show that GenOV can handle more com-
plex scenarios involving raw, noisy oracle glyphs.

2. Related Work
Oracle Character Processing. The task of processing ora-
cle bones presents significant challenges within the com-
puter vision community [6, 7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19, 29, 30,
33, 37], due to the prevalence of noisy data, the scarcity
of available datasets, and the labor-intensive nature of the
annotation process. STSN [34] introduces a novel un-
supervised domain adaptation network designed to facili-
tate knowledge transfer from hand-printed oracles to their
scanned counterparts. Sundial-GAN [5] introduces a GAN-
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based architecture that simulates the visual evolution of
characters from ancient oracle bones to contemporary Chi-
nese script, offering a novel framework for character trans-
formation studies. To our knowledge, this work represents
the first endeavor to create a visual guide for individual or-
acle bone scripts, aimed at aiding the general populace in
understanding these ancient characters.
Conditional Image Generation. Generating high-quality
images from different conditions has gained popularity in
recent times [10, 11, 14, 15, 25–28, 31, 32, 35, 36, 38].
StableDiffusion [26] proposes a text-to-image generative
model that operates by denoising in the latent space, fol-
lowed by a decoding step that reconstructs the denoised la-
tents into high-resolution images. LDM [18] proposes a
two-stage approach for text-to-image generation: initially,
a LLM produces a spatial layout from a user’s prompt,
which subsequently directs an off-the-shelf diffusion model
to generate images anchored to the layout. Distinct from
prior studies, the conditions of our method are a solitary
character and an abstract glyph, rather than detailed image
contexts. Our ambition is to go beyond the generation of
high-fidelity image; we seek to create a visual guide that
is not only of superior quality but also serves a pedagogical
function, facilitating the understanding of ancient scripts for
users.

3. Human Study
We conducted a rigorous human study, establishing that: (i)
with proper guide, people have a better chance to read the
oracle bone scripts; (ii) the effect of a visual guide in en-
abling people towards a better understanding of oracle can
be quantified.

3.1. Data Preparation

Oracle Scripts. We crawled 364 oracle bone scripts
from two reputable oracle websites [1, 2]. Each oracle
oi|i=1,··· ,X is accompanied by a glyph image ogi and its
equivalent modern Chinese simplified character osi. More-
over, from the website[2], we procured a textual description
oti detailing the association between the oracle’s glyph ogi
and its semantic osi. Our oracle dataset is represented as
O = {oi}|364i=1 = {(ogi, osi, oti)}.
Visual Guide. Drawing inspiration from the concept of
“pictographic teaching”, wherein children learn to recog-
nise characters through associations with images, we aim
to provide an apt visual guide to assist human compre-
hension. To secure a comprehensive and diverse visual
guide for each oracle, we utilise two approaches to pro-
cure the visual guide: manual collection and AI genera-
tion. Manual collection: we extracted a singular reference
image corresponding to each oracle script from the web-
site [2]. AI generation: Conditional AI generation is now
very powerful and capable of producing high-quality im-

ages, so we control them to output a wide variety of vi-
sual guides for each oracle by providing different text/visual
conditions. Specifically, we utilise ControlNetv1.1 [38] as
our conditional generative model G(T ∗,V∗), concurrently
accept both textual and visual conditions. The visual con-
dition V∗ is set to the glyph image ogi, and to introduce
variability, we implement a condition scale with values of
{1, 0.75, 0.5}. For textual stimuli T ∗, we examine three
options: {osi, oti, [osi, oti]}. To further the heterogeneity
of the generated images, GPT-4 [20] is harnessed to rewrite
three semantically akin but distinct text prompts based on
T ∗. Consequently, for each oracle, we yield a total of 28 vi-
sual guides1 for subsequent human evaluation. The dataset
employed in our subsequent human studies is denoted as
X = {xk

i }
k=1,··· ,28
i=1,··· ,X = {(ogi, osi, oti, vki )}.

3.2. Experiment Setup

Warm-up Study. Correctly associating oracle glyphs with
their semantics is a significant challenge, especially for the
uninitiated. In our pursuit of more accurate human-derived
data, we commence with a foundational briefing for each
participant. By showcasing a few representative ois, as
shown in Fig.2(a), our objectives are twofold:

(i) articulating the task’s objectives and setting clear ex-
pectations regarding the desired output format,

(ii) leveraging these representative examples to illumi-
nate typical thought processes and directions, thus enabling
participants to adopt similar logical frameworks in their an-
swers.
Two-stage Study. To better understand the effect of a vi-
sual guide, our study has been divided into two stages, as
illustrated in Fig.2(b).

Stage 1, participants are shown an oracle glyph ogi
paired with its associated semantic character osi. They are
prompted to use their imagination to put themselves in the
social context and daily routines of individuals living 3,000
years ago. They are then asked to analyse the possible rea-
soning behind using this oracle glyph to represent osi. Par-
ticipants are given the following response options:
• Yes, I can. [type your insight here]
• Sorry, I cannot. Remember, choosing this option will re-

sult in no payment.
If participants choose “Sorry, I cannot” they proceed to

stage 2 of the study where they receive an additional visual
guide vki related to the oracle glyph.

Stage 2, participants will receive instructions similar to
those in stage 1 with the added prompt: “Please refer to the
additional visual guide we are providing to help envision the
societal context and daily life from 3,000 years ago.” Once
again, participants will attempt to analyse why the oracle
glyph represents osi, and following options are provided:

1Here, X=1+3*3*3, accounting for 1 from manual collection, 3 from
V∗), 3 from T ∗, and 3 from GPT-4 rewrites.
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Figure 2. The overview of our human study: (a) Depicts the Warm-Up Stage, (b) Shows the pipeline of main human study, and (c) Presents
randomly sampled examples of {ogi, osi, vki }.

• Yes, I can. [type your insight here]
• Sorry, I cannot. Remember, choosing this option will re-

sult in no payment.

Participants. Each participant will iterate the entire O. We
ensured that at least 50 participants were assigned differ-
ent visual guides in stage 2. To evaluate the consistency of
participant responses, we included 10 sentinel trials where
previously answered oracles were reintroduced. If a partici-
pant’s answers differed from their original response for 8 or
more sentinel trials, their entire response sheet was consid-
ered unreliable and discarded. Ultimately, 28 participants
successfully passed the sentinel test.

3.3. Human Results

Reliability Verification. Before conducting any statisti-
cal evaluations, we conduct thorough checks on human re-
sponses to confirm validity. We focus primarily on instances
where participants indicate that “Yes, I can”. Human re-
sponses are denoted as tli, where l refers to the stage (where
l = 1 for stage one and l = 2 for stage two). We use
the binary decision-making abilities of GPT-4 to determine
if the responses are reliable. The template prompt reads:
“From a semantic perspective, please select the option that
best matches [tli]: Option 1: [oti], Option 2: [otj]”, where
oti corresponds to the correct description of the relation-
ship between the oracle glyph ogi and its semantic character
osi, and otj is a random incorrect option selected from the
remaining 363 alternatives in {otj}j ̸=i

j=1,··· ,364. We present
this question 5 times with different incorrect choices. tli is
considered reliable when the ground-truth option oti is cho-
sen 4 or more times. After this reliability verification. After
validating process, we remain 713 “Yes” respones and 9434
“Sorry” in stage 1 and similarly, 2897 “Yes” responses and
6537 “Sorry” in stage 2.
Quantitative Analysis. During stage 1, nearly 87% (specif-

ically 316/364) of ois had more than 232 responses of
“Sorry, I cannot” from different participants. This outcome
aligns with our hypothesis, highlighting the formidable
challenge that humans face when attempting to discern the
connection between oracle glyphs and their associated se-
mantic meanings. Out of the 9434 “Sorry, I cannot” re-
sponses in stage 1, 30.7% (2897/9434) changed their an-
swer to “Yes, I can” after the visual guide was introduced
in stage 2. This shift led to a dramatic drop in the propor-
tion of incomprehensible oracles, from 87% (316/364) to
28% (101/364). Examples of these oracles can be seen in
Fig.2(c). This is indeed an encouraging result, as it suggests
that with carefully designed visual guides, we can signifi-
cantly enhance the comprehensibility of oracle glyphs. It
propels us to further investigate the creation of such aids,
potentially unlocking new ways for individuals to grasp
these ancient characters.

4. Methodology

In this section, we first propose TransOV, a novel metric de-
signed to quantitatively assess the efficacy of visual guides
for oracles. Subsequently, we introduce GenOV, a frame-
work based on Vision-Language Models (VLMs) tailored
for the generation of customised visual guides for oracle
glyphs.

4.1. TransOV

To ascertain a more appropriate visual guide for each ora-
cle, a quantifiable metric for evaluating its efficacy is essen-
tial. As detailed in Sec. 3.3, negative responses (“Sorry, I
cannot”) in stage 1 from participants signal the need for ad-
ditional support. For these trials, a follow-up positive (“Yes,

2A large majority (23/28, more than 80%) of the participants struggled
to understand the link between ogi and osi, which supports that the general
population may also find it challenging to understand oi.
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Figure 3. Overview of we proposed GenOV: GenOV begins with an oracle glyph ogi and its associated semantic character osi as inputs,
culminating in the generation of a visual guide. The process encompasses four phases: (a) Textual Contextualisation, where the semantic
context of osi is expanded; (b) Visual Constraint, focusing on creating a spatial layout for the visual guide that aligns with the appearance
of ogi; (c) Candidate Generation, involving the production of multiple visual guide candidates for oi using varying random seeds; d) Guide
Finalisation, employing an oracle-specific selection method to identify the most effective visual guide that harmonises both the appearance
and semantics of oi. Grey rectangles represent the prompts provided to Ψ, while green rectangles indicate Ψ’s outputs.

I can”) or continued negative response after viewing the vi-
sual guide can be directly used as a binary label of the effec-
tiveness of the given visual guide. Leveraging these labels,
it becomes feasible to train a binary classification network
aimed at predicting the effectiveness of the provided visual
guides in enhancing the understanding of oracles.

Each trial is recorded as {ogi, osi, vki , yki }, where i ∈
[1, 364] indicates the index of the oracle bone scripts, k ∈
[1, 28] denotes the index of the visual guide associated with
an oracle, yki = 1 signifies that the visual guide vki facili-
tates the comprehension of the connection between ogi and
osi, and conversely. The human labelled data is partitioned
into train, valid, and test sets with a ratio of 8 : 1 : 1 ac-
cording to ogi. Specifically, the training set includes 291
oracles across 7834 trials, valid set contains 36 oracles with
800 trials, and test set consists of 37 oracles, also with 800
trials. Importantly, there is no overlap of oracles among the
different data splits, guaranteeing a thorough evaluation of
the model’s ability to generalise.

The TransOV (Transferable Oracle Visuals) metric has
been devised to assess the effectiveness of visual guides in
linking the visual information of oracle glyphs with their
semantic interpretations. So we formulate TransOV by con-
sidering two primary aspects: Appearance and Semantic.

TransOV (oi, v
k
i ) = Φ(ϕv(ogi, v

k
i ), ϕs(osi, v

k
i )) (1)

where ϕv denotes the appearance discrepancy between
ogi and vki measuring by DINO [4] feature distance, ϕs rep-
resents the semantic gap between osi and vki determined
through the CLIP [24] score, and Φ is defined as a two-
layer MLP (details in the supplementary). The parameters
of Φ are updated through training on the train set, with the
optimal parameters being determined based on accuracy on
the validation set.

The application of the trained TransOV metric to the test
set yielded a high accuracy rate of 84.75%. This outcome
verifies the alignment of the TransOV metric with human
judgment in evaluating the impact of a visual guide. Conse-
quently, we will employ the trained TransOV as the standard
of evaluation in the subsequent sections.

4.2. GenOV

Grounded on the premise that an effective visual guide
should ease the task of understanding the association be-
tween an oracle glyph (visual) and its corresponding se-
mantic (textual) meaning, We propose GenOV, a framework
that aims to optimally identify a visual guide v∗i for a given
oracle oi. This task is treated as a dual-conditional image
generation problem, balancing both visual and semantic as-
pects. The GenOV process is divided into four phases: Tex-
tual Contextualisation, Visual Constraint, Candidates Gen-
eration, and Guide Finalisation, as detailed in Fig. 3.
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Textual Contextualisation. For an oracle oi, its associ-
ated semantic, represented as osi, is merely a single charac-
ter. Although this appears to be a succinct representation,
it actually holds a wealth of semantic detail, as oracle has
been historically used in documenting divination scenes and
outcomes. To derive richer semantic information from osi,
we utilise the extensive knowledge encapsulated in a large
vision-language model, denoted as Ψ to expand its seman-
tic. Typically, given a task description Dcap, a few exam-
ples Ccap, and the oracle semantic osi, we can activate Ψ to
generate an informative caption ti for osi by:

ti = Ψ(osi; θcap) (2)

where θ denotes the text prompt that guides Ψ, which
comprises of Dcap, Ccap and osi. ti significantly enhances
the semantic context of osi, incorporating aspects like key
entities within the scene and their interactions (Fig. 3(a)).
Visual Constraint. The design of the oracle glyph ogi is in-
herently abstract, a characteristic inherent to the oracle bone
script’s symbolic nature. This abstraction poses challenges
in directly employing ogi for visual conditioning.
Drawing inspiration from the methodology presented in
[18, 23], we leverage the spatial imagination and analytical
abilities of the VLM Ψ for layout planning. Our approach
involves prompting Ψ to produce a set of plausible, coarse-
grained layouts Lt

is based on the natural scene descriptions
provided in the caption ti. These generated layouts natu-
rally align with contemporary social contexts and modern
perceptions, thereby making them suitable for use as visual
conditions in a pre-trained conditional diffusion model G.
To ensure that the final layout is acceptable in both ancient
and modern contexts, we utilise Ψ’s visual grounding abil-
ity for object localisation. We extract pivotal objects from
ti and guide Ψ to mark their bounding box on ogi, resulting
in a visually-informed layout Lv

i . Given the high level of
abstraction in ogi, the produced bounding boxes may not be
entirely accurate. Therefore, we incorporate an additional
verification step, wherein Ψ selects the layout most similar
to Lv

i from among the Lt
is, denoted as Li. The process of

translating these abstract visual elements into a comprehen-
sible layout is mathematically formulated as:

Li = Ψ{Ψ(ogi, ti; θloc),Ψ(ti; θcoarse); θfine} (3)

Candidates Generation. Leveraging the textual condition
ti and the visual layout Li, we engage an off-the-shelf con-
ditional diffusion model, denoted as G, to create diverse vi-
sual guide candidates, vki s, for the given oracle oi. To fur-
ther increase the variety of vki s, we employ Ψ to reframe
ti into various visual scene descriptions before inputting it
into G. The process of conditional generation is mathemat-
ically articulated as:

vki = G(Ψ(ti; θref ), Li; Θ) (4)

Here, Θ signifies the pre-trained parameters within G.
This approach not only leverages the textual insights but
also aligns with the visual context, enabling G to produce
varied and contextually relevant visual guides for oi.
Guide Finalisation. The final and critical stage of the
GenOV process involves selecting the most appropriate vi-
sual guide from the set of generated candidates, vki s, for a
specific oracle oi. To achieve this, we have designed a se-
lection method by maximising visual consistency through
variability analysis, as depicted in Fig. 3(d).

The selection procedure is bifurcated into two stages:
initially identifying objects that have the greatest variabil-
ity which are crucial for an effective visual guide and then
determining the most visually consistent guide for these
objects. In “visual constraint”, we obtain the bounding
boxes of the n key objects extracted from ti, denoted as
b1, b2, · · · , bn. With each bounding box bi, we can ob-
tain its corresponding visual patch from ogi and vki respec-
tively, facilitating the computation of visual similarity, Rk

i ,
for each object:

Rk
i = Sim(poi, p

k
vi) (5)

This step enables the identification of the object i∗ with
the highest variability in visual appearance across the dif-
ferent visual guides Rk

i s, by:

i∗ = argmax
i

[max
k

(Rk
i )−min

k
(Rk

i )] (6)

Then, the optimal visual guide v∗i is chosen by maximis-
ing visual consistency for the key object i∗:

v∗i = argmax
k

(Rk
i∗) (7)

This approach ensures that the selected guide v∗i not
only aligns with the appearance of the oracle glyph but also
maintains semantic consistency across historical and con-
temporary contexts (see supplementary for details).

5. Experiments
5.1. Settings

Implementation. In Sec. 4.1, the MLP Φ is constructed
using a two-layer architecture with dimensions set to [2 −
64 − 2] including a softmax for output normalisation. For
the Large Vision-Language Model (VLM) Ψ, utilised in the
GenOV process, we employ GPT-4V(ision) as detailed in
[21], allowing us to utilise different prompts to activate its
varied capabilities for accomplishing distinct tasks. It’s im-
portant to note that for the task of object localisation in
the visual constraint component, GPT-4V lacks the requi-
site capability. Consequently, we adopt QWEN-VL [3] as
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Figure 4. The qualitative results of visual guides generated by different methods.

CDM0.5 CDM0.75 CDM1.0 Manual
62.16% 56.76% 43.24% 91.89%

LDMosi LDMoti LDM{osi,oti} Ours
54.05% 72.97% 78.38% 89.19%

Table 1. TransOV results of different methods on test set.

Ψ for this specific purpose. Furthermore, the conditional
image generation model G, referenced in Sec. 4.2, is im-
plemented using GLIGEN [17]. The details regarding the
task description, in-context examples, and the specific text
prompts used in GenOV to harness various capabilities of Ψ
are comprehensively provided in the Supplementary.
Baselines. In this paper, we pioneer the use of T2I mod-
els to create visual guides aimed at enhancing human com-
prehension of the relationship between oracle glyphs and
their semantic meanings. To our knowledge, this is the first
instance of such an application, marking a novel direction
in the field. Consequently, there is an absence of exist-
ing baseline models tailored to this specific task. To pro-
vide a basis for evaluation, we have chosen expert-curated
visual guides as a benchmark, which we refer to as the
Manual. Additionally, for a more technologically advanced
comparison, we utilise the state-of-the-art foundation im-
age generation model, ControlNetV1.1 [38]. This model is
set to be evaluated against our methods under various con-
dition scale parameter, denoted as CDM∗, where ∗ is the
value of condition scale.

5.2. Main Results

Qualitative Comparison. The qualitative results are pre-
sented in Fig. 4, where several key observations are evi-
dent. Firstly, for oracles with straightforward semantics like

“rabbit” and “ox”, our method (Ours), the expert-curated
approach (Manual), and CDM0.5 are able to generate im-
ages that are visually coherent. In contrast, the CDM1.0

and CDM0.75 models tend to alter the structural integrity of
the objects to align with the oracle glyphs, resulting in dis-
torted, unconventional images. Secondly, for oracles encap-
sulating more complex meanings, such as “rest” and “shep-
herd”, the effectiveness of the approaches diverges. Our
method (Ours) shows a higher fidelity to the oracle glyph’s
layout compared to Manual and CDM0.5. For instance, in
the “rest” oracle, which features people and a tree to convey
resting, the original glyph positions the people to the left of
the tree. In contrast, the Manual solution incorrectly places
the people on the right, not aligning with the intended scene.
Similarly, in the “shepherd” oracle, which depicts a per-
son herding sheep, the CDM0.5 model produces an image
with sheep but omits human, failing to capture the complete
essence of the glyph. These findings underscore the effec-
tiveness of our method in maintaining semantic integrity
while ensuring visual fidelity, paving the way for more nu-
anced and accurate interpretations of historical symbols and
scripts.
Quantitative Comparison. We further explore the influ-
ence of text-only conditioning in T2I model and the crucial
role of semantic expansion. For this, we compute TransOV
using Stable Diffusion under differing text inputs, denoted
as LDMosi , LDMoti and LDM{osi,oti}. The quantitative
analysis of TransOV for various methods, as detailed in
Tab. 1, offers insightful observations: (i) The GenOV ex-
hibits a similar TransOV performance on the test set with
Manual (89.19% v.s. 91.89%), indicating that the effective-
ness of visual guides generated by GenOV are nearly on
par with those curated by experts. This outcome is partic-
ularly promising, suggesting that for oracles lacking man-
ually curated visual guides, GenOV can be effectively ap-
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Figure 5. The results of “Guide Finalisation”. Each ogi is marked
with a red bounding box to identify the key object while others
denote additional objects mentioned in ti.

plied to produce high-quality visual guides. This capability
is significant as it extends the potential for creating acces-
sible and comprehensible visual interpretations for a wider
range of oracle glyphs, especially those not covered by ex-
isting expert-curated resources. (ii) LDMosi outperforms
both CDM1.0 and CDM0.75, indicating that adhering too
rigidly to the structure of the oracle glyph results in a no-
table decrease in performance. The underlying reason is the
high level of abstraction in the appearance of oracle glyphs
and the significant evolution of the concepts they represent
over millennia, which suggests that a balance must be struck
between structural fidelity and conceptual clarity. The ratio-
nale behind incorporating the visual abstraction component
in GenOV is to address this specific challenge. (iii) The
superior performance of LDMoti and LDM{osi,oti} over
LDMosi suggests that relying solely on a single character
for text conditioning in the generation model is insufficient.
It’s essential to broaden the semantic scope of the oracle
character and unearth the visual narrative behind the glyph.
This underscores the critical role of the semantic expansion
component in GenOV, proving its importance in enhancing
the interpretability of the generated visual guides.
Visual Guide Finalisation. In Fig. 5, we display the out-
comes of our tailored oracle-specific visual guide selection
method. For each oracle glyph, the process begins by iden-
tifying the visually sensitive object, which is highlighted in
each ogi. Subsequently, we illustrate the visual similarity
between the oracle patch and the corresponding image patch
for this particular object across various visual guide candi-
dates, culminating in the selection of the final visual guide,
v∗i . Fig. 5 shows the superior visual consistency of the final
selected guide compared to other candidates. For instance,
in the case of “respect”, our method identifies “hand” as
the key object. The final guide chosen aligns remarkably
well with the semantic of “two hands holding” in the oracle,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach in main-
taining semantic integrity while ensuring visual coherence.
Noisy Oracle Denoising. To address a more complex set-
ting where only raw, noisy oracle bone scripts are available,
our experiment sought to answer the question: how can a

Figure 6. Noisy Oracle Denoiser. For each oracle pairs, the left
one is raw, noisy oracle and the right one is the denoising results
of our denoiser.

visual guide be effectively generated from such challenging
inputs? We utilised the architecture of DiT [22], initially
pre-training the model on a large-scale dataset of free-hand
sketches [8]. This step was crucial for establishing a ro-
bust foundational understanding of abstract and iconic vi-
sual data. Subsequently, we fine-tuned this model using a
limited set of scan-clean oracle pair data [34], thereby cus-
tomising it to function as a specialised oracle denoiser. The
effectiveness of this denoiser is shown in Fig. 6, which not
only highlights the denoiser’s ability to handle raw oracle
scripts but also demonstrates its impressive generalisation
capabilities. This enhanced denoising functionality signif-
icantly broadens the potential applications of our GenOV
framework, enabling it to operate effectively even with less-
than-ideal script conditions.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, we successfully demonstrated the potential
of AI in enhancing the public’s understanding and apprecia-
tion of historical visual arts, specifically oracle bone scripts.
Our key contribution lies in the creation of the TransOV
metric, a novel tool for quantitatively measuring the effec-
tiveness of visual guides in aiding comprehension of oracle
bone scripts, which has been crucial in our empirical anal-
ysis, allowing us to validate the quality of our AI-generated
guides against human judgement. And we proposed GenOV
adeptly handles the complex task of interpreting oracle with
limited and abstract information, converting them into de-
tailed, understandable visual guides. Our experiments have
shown that the guides produced by GenOV are not only
comparable to those curated by experts but also provide
an invaluable resource for scripts lacking expert interpre-
tation. Moreover, GenOV’s ability to denoise and interpret
raw, noisy glyphs broadens its applicability, making it a ver-
satile tool for historians and curators. We anticipate further
contributions to both the field of AI and the broader domain
of cultural heritage preservation and interpretation.
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